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CLEMSON DIAMOND IS
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING CONFERENCE GREAT
SUCCESS FROM INSTRUCTIVE VIEWPOINT SCENE 0
WOR
Many Speakers Enlighten Clemson
Civils On Engineering Subjects—
Meeting Was Success From Every
Standpoint—Attendance Cut Down
By Inclement Weather

4

The Highway Engineering Conference, held last week by the Civil Engineering Division, was a success in
spite of the small crowd attending.
The smallness of the attendance,
caused probably by the bleak, raw,
wet weather however did not diminish the enthusiasm of those present.
Many men of national reputation
spoke, and the meeting was profitable to both the visiting engineers,
and the engineering students of
Clemson.
After registration had been in progress Thursday morning, the meeting got under way Thursday afternoon at 2 P. M. Prof. L. H. Doane
presided at the opening session, and
Acting President S. B. Earle extended the welcome of the college to the
visitors. During the afternoon a representative of the Portland Cement
Association read a paper on "Field
Control of Concrete" prepared by
Col. H. C. Boyden, who had intended
to be present but was kept away;
Mr. John E. Ramsay, a consulting
engineer of Salisbury, N. C, gave an
illustrated tayk on "Granite, and It's
Relation to Municipal Paving;" and
Mr. Prevost Hubbard, of the Asphalt
Association of New York, talked on
"The Design and Construction of
Asphalt Pavements."
Thursday evening a representative
of the Barrett Co., gave an illustrated lecture on "The Construction and
Maintenance of Roads with Refined
Tar."; and Prof. Thomas R. Agg,
Professor of Highway Engineering
in the Iowa State College and one of
the country's foremost authorities
on highway subjects, spoke on "Re
quisites for Success in the Highway
Field."
Friday morning the principal
feature was a lecture, illustrated
with slides, on "Practical Conclusions from the Bates' Road Test,"
given by an engineer from the Illinois Highway Department who came
in the place of Mr. Clifford Older,
Mr. Older being unavoidably kept
away. Other speakers were also on
the program Friday morning. The
exhibition drill, which was to have
been given by the Corps of Cadets
from 12 to 1 Friday morning, could
not be held on account of weather.
However many of the visitors viewed
the parade which was held at inspection Saturday morning.
Another talk by Prof Agg and
addresses by other speakers featured
the Friday afternoon program. Friday night was the social hour, and
the guests were entertained with a
banquet in the mess hall. This was
an informal occassion, at which all
the visitors mingled pleasantly In
a social way. Musical entertainment
was furnished bj the Clemson Col(Continued on page 6.)

ORATOR CHOSEN TO
SPEAK FOR CLEMSON
E. L. Smith Selected From Number
Of Contestants To Speak At Greenwood—Is Member Of Calhoun
Society—P. M. Bryant Is Alternate
In the final tryout for the selection of the orator to represent
Clemson at the State . Oratoral
Contest in Greenwood on April 18,
E. L. Smith was the winning contestant. F. M. Bryant was selected
as alternate.
Professors Holmes, Martin, and
Henry were judges in the contest,
which was held on Monday afternoon, March 17. The five speakers,
one of whom was chosen from each
society, were: E. L. Smith, Calhoun
Society, D. W. Stribling, J. C. Aull,
F. M. Bryant L. I. Davis.
The contest held here corresponds to the simi-finals in a athletic contest. The preliminaries were
held by the respective literary societies, so that they might each select a representative.
Lewis Smith, the winner of the
contest, has a mighty good speech,
and one that should stand a good
chance to win. Since it is against
the rules of the State Oratorical
Association to publish the title of
the speaker's oration before the
contest in Greenwood, the subject
of Smith's oration cannot be given
here.
His many friends are glad to ses
Lewis Smith chosen as Clemson's
speaker, for he has distinguished
himself in scholastic and athletic
lines of endeavor in the three years
that he has been at Clemson. Smith
has taken a special interest in
literary work, both in classroom
and in his capacity as associate
editor of the Tiger.
It is the wish of Clemson men
and the Clemson faculty that a Tiger may again carry off premier
honors at the State Oratorical Contest.
Smith's speech and his delivery eminently qualify him for the
job of carrying off those honors for
Clemson.
—B- H- H.
C.A.C.
Rev. W. H. Mills left Tuesday
afternoon for Richmond Va. to attend a meeting of pastors of country churches.
C.A.C.
Yes, It Can't Be Done
Can't study in the fall—
Gotta play football:
Can"t study in the winter—
Gotta play basketball;
Can't study in the spring—
Gotta play baseball;
Can't study in the summer—
Gotta girl.—Ex.
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TRACK CANDIDATES
UH YOOTS

BASE-BALL PRACTICE TAKES ON Varsity Nine Meets Georgia Here Forsake Big Gym For Real Work
March 28-29—May Play Game
On Track—Coach Reed Selects
NEW LIFE AS CANDIDATES DO
With Wofford In Anderson On
Men For First Traning Table—
THEIR STUFF IN FIRST PRACApril 5
Probably Have First Tryout SatTICE GAMES OF THE SEASON
urday
The curtain-raising battle of the
Well folks, here we are again on
the threshold of another momentous ensuing baseball season will be playCoach W. D. Reed has started
athletic season. Judging from the ed against the University of Georgia
the
real work with his numerous
way that things are going on at Bulldogs at Clemson on March 28,
track
candidates. All light loosenthe upper end of Riggs Field, we and the second contest will be
ing
up
of the muscles is a thing of
against
the
same
opponents
on
the
feel safe in saying that the gang
The game were the past, and now the genuine stiff
of "diamond dusters" is fully aware following day.
of the fact that in less than two announced in the schedule as made and heavy is the order of the day.
weeks from the present sitting the public recently, but at that time the The daily work-outs are now being
served in large doses. All of which
Clemson Tiger is scheduled to stage a place for the games had not been deProf. Henry now makes is verry necessary to put the Tiger
hickory duel with its age old rival, cided.
definite announcement tnat Riggs' cinder artists in shape to cop their
the University of Georgia.
At present, the live spirit of the Field will be the scene of the con- opening meet from the University of
North Carolina on April 5, that date
spring past-time is making itself flict.
Efforts are being made to arrange being only two weeks distant.
truly manifest in a vociferous manPrrof. Reed made his first trainner that is indeed pleasing to the a game with Wofford tu be played
ing-table
list known Tuesday, This
ear of Tigertown. A real baseball in Anderson on April 5. The "Eleclist
is
only
tentative, however, and
spirit is the first essential and a tric City" is anxious to stage one of
said spirit is now well under way Clemson's games, and although two the boss announces that any other
and increasing noticably as each contests with Wofford are already man on the squad may win a place
sunny day rolls into the socket of on the menu, it is not unlikely that on it any time he proves himself
time. Last Saturday saw the Clem- another will be played in Anderson. better than a man on the table.
son pellet men forget the monotony The athletic authorities at the With this added encouragement to
excitement
will
of the batting cage for a while, and Methodist institution have indicated competition, the
proceed to the regular diamond their willingness to play the contest, grow even greater.
No announcement is forthcoming
faculty consents.
where they were allowed to engage provided their
as
yet about the date of the first
in the first practice game of the Word has not yet been received as
try-out.
Speculation has it, howseason. Altho no signal work, has to whether or not this consent will
been taken up as yet, that first be granted.
—W. W. B. ever, that Saturday of this week
would be a likely date.
Coach
three inning game was enough to
C.A.C.
■
set the sporting blood to boiling and ATTENTION! MEMBERS OF THE Reed intends to have everrybody
in good shape before he puts them
to squirting
around
in greater
WADE HAMPTON SOCIETY
to the gruelling test.
volume than a marathon dance, or
With the stiff competition among
greater still than Charles Alexander
The attendance at the last few the many candidates, prophecy is
Robinson's muchly anticipated game
meetings has been very discourag- still impossible as to the make-up
of "Mag Johng" at Due West—and
ing.
Listen! fellows, you became of the team.
Only the veterans
believe folks, that is saying a
affiliated with this society to get whose ability is known can be doped
"whale of a lot."
the most out of college. The So- out this early .
Monday afternoon also witnessed
ciety depends on your presence, and
Jack Chandler, who is pointing
a short but peppy work out with
cannot progress unless you attend to the Olympic try-outs, and Charlie
the same diamond formation as the
every meeting. At present, our so- Robinson are the kings of the sprintpredominating
feature.
Just
as
ciety is making no head-way. All ers, with many promising youngthings were getting right, however,
because of the fact that your names sters trailing right at their heels.
Coach Durfee was tipped off to the
appear on the program. Just one
Clagett Wood, Lewis Smith, and
effect that some mysterious party
thing more. We have good material, "Shot" Verdery are probably the
was waiting at the drug store—"so
and expect io carry on regardless fastest steppers among the middle
mote it be." Well it was only a
of all of the seeming difficulties. distance men. Tom Hart and the
few minutes until said Durfee sent
By the way, the society is going to Seases stand out in the distance
the squad to the showers, and after
be mighty interesting from now squad, and the number of their
registering an expression of pleasant
expectancy, departed in the general on, so why not make it a point to followers is legion.
Coach "Bud" Saunders has startdirection of Tigertown's "Tom Pitts' be there, and be one of the members
—J. M. L. who puts the "Wade Hampton" on ed assisting with the field events,
place.
the go.
and developments in that departC.A.C.
— S. E. H.
ment promise to be forthcoming,
Captain Braden: Copeland, have
C.A.C.
—W. W. B..
this dog removed from barracks by
Hickory,
dickory,
dock.
C.A.C.
■
■
a private.
They were at a dance—one of
Lt. Copeland:
Private Smith, Clagett looked at the clock.
those affairs where everybody else
carry this canine fifty paces from He couldn't stand still,
We
had
five
minute
to
drill.
—and
they were not getting along
barracks and dismiss him.
Hickory, dickory, dock.
very well. Said she to soothe him:
"Dear, I'll tell you a secret.
There was an old lady lived under
Hickory,
dickory,
run.
You're
the first man I ever danced
a hill
with."
And when I was there she ran a Clagett looked at the gun,
He turned to "Buck,"
"That's no secret!" he snapped
good still.
as he shoved her into a seat.
Corn licker she sold ye snake oil And said, "Light 'em up."
Hickory, dickory, run.
dandy,
Suspicious father—"What's the
And s'mothers too when money was
idea
in running up to New Haven
Jimmie—"
We've
got
a
new
handy.
every week-end, Isabel? I suppose
baby down at our house."
Elderly neighbor-—"How nice— you have some end in view?"
Sam:
Mamma do cats go to
Daughter—" demuiely)
"How
and
did the stork bring it?"
heaven?
Jimmie— "Naw,
it
developed clever of you to guess, dad! But
His Mother: Of course not.
he's not an end now he's a quarterSam: Well, where do the angels from a unicellular amoeba.
back."—Judge.
—Pelican.
get their harp strings.
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University of Tennessee, at Knoxville, in April 1923. At that time
Cl:mson sent two delegates to the
convention, anrf these men brought
back with theni much that has been
worth to Clemson during the present
session.

one of the State's great daily papers,
in an editorial, deplored the fact
that the people of South Carolina
were ignoring the Bok Peace Plan.
The Bok Peace Plan was printed
in full for several weeks by practically every paper in
the
State.
Along with the Peace Plan was a
coupon upon which a person could
vote either yea or nay for the Plan.
Although this Plan embodied the
Principles and ideals of the late
Woodrow Wilson the citizens of this
State did not, or rather would not,
take time to vote for it, when all
that they had to do was to fill out
the coupon and mail it to the designated place.
Is there little wonder that so many incompetent men
get into our legislature when so
little interest is displayed in politics?

Published weekly by the Corpg of
At the coming meeting there
Cadets of Clemson Collo;;c.
will
be discussed many things of
Official Organ of the Clemson Athletic Association and the Clemron inestimable value to the Clemson
student body.
Next year, all four
Alumni Association.
classes at Clemson will have the
honor system.
If follows logically
Subscription K::tes
that our college should institute
Nine Months (weekly) _
$1.50
student self-government next ses.
Six Month* (weekly)
J1.00
sion.
Arerage Circulation 1700.
Practically all of the colleges
Entered as Second Class Matter at which are members of the Federathe Post Office at Clemson College,
tion have student self-government;
8»ath Carolina.
and many of the discussions at the
E. H. HALL
Editor-in-Chief meetings deal with the organization
A. B. FITZGERALD
Bua. Mjjr. and running of systems of student
E. L. SMITH
Associate Ed.
Men of Clemson, wake up and
The Clemson deleD. C. AYERS
Associate Ed. government.
E. G. PARKER
Athletic Ed. gates will have a wonderful oppor- familiarize yours with the questions
J. M. LONGLSY
Asso. Ath. Ed. tunity at this conference to get confronting our State and Nation!
W. W. BRYAN
_ Asao. Ath. Ed. ideas which may be put into practice Have a knowledge of the bills that
C. C. GARRISON
_
Alumni Ed
are introduced into the legislature;
J. C. SHIVER
:
Locals here next fall.
It is customary for the presidents know what the legislature is doing
S. W. HENRY
Y. M. C. A. Ed.
W. H. MOORE
Joke Ed of the departing and rising Senior . to advance our State: know who
T. L. JEFFRIES
Asso. Joke Ed. classes, respectively, to make up jthe best men are to make our laws;
Circulation Department
the Clemson delegation. This makes j and learn the names of those who
J. E. ROSS
Circulation Mar.
W. C. HUFFMAN
Asuo. Cir. Mar. it necessary for the present Junior are doing everything in their power
H. B. FLOWERS
AGO. Clr. Mgr. class to elect the president of next j to retard the State in its growth,
year's Senior class within the com-1
When you have graduated you
ing week.
Naturally, we of the j will have indeed become a citizen of
departing Senior class want to see j this State,—one who is supposed to
you Juniors elect a man who will be j be capable of voting and who takes
conscientious in the fulfillment of . an active part in seeing to it that
WE MOURN
his duties, true to himself and his | his State is progressive. Voting is
class,
and true to Clemson ideals. 'a glorious heritage and the man
Alas!
Our noble staff has fallen
We
want
to see you get a man who who abuses such a privilege is not
victim to the beguiling wiles of
will
stand
for the right regardless worthy of being a citizen of this or
women.
Not since "Ye Editor" of
of the cast, a man who will not for- \ of any other state. It is a citizen's
last year's fame reigned supreme in
sake the call of duty because of ' duty to vote, and a useful citizen
the columns of our local weekly has
the dissenting voices which will al- will vote.
It is not, however, the
this newspaper become so thoroughways arise from any group of men. voting that makes one a useful
ly contaminated by the touch of
So, Juniors, think your man over citizen, but how wisely one votes,
the feminine fingerprint.
this week.
Pick him not hastily, j One can not vote wisely without
You ask, gentle reader, how has
but carefully; not for popularity | having something more than an offcome about so deplorable a state of
alone, but for popularity coupled ; hand knowledge of politics, so let
affairs?
Well, to begin with, Mrs.
there be an awakening. Take more
with
moral fiber and ability.
Winthrop gave her many daughters
interest in politics!
—E. H. H.
a holiday of one week.
Some of
—L. R. B.
.
C.A.C. •
these
irresistable
young
scalp-

(literals

hunters chose Mr Clemson's spacious
lawn for their field of operations.
Their reputation for scalp-annexing
in past years was exceeded only by
the overwhelming success which attended their endeovors in Mr. Clemson's front yard during this holiday week.
We must admit that their bait was
unusually attractive, even to an old
fish; but we had no idea that they
were skipping the "small fry" and
were angling for deep-water fish.
The members of the Tiger staff
seem to have been chosen as the
victims.
One of
our
promising
young associate editors suffered a
fatal blow in the attack; the Alumni
editor succumbed after a half-hearted struggle; one of the joke editors
was fatally wounded; but we skip
lightly over these and come to the
Athletic staff.
One of our sports
writers has
degenerated
into
a
writer of social news, while—the
other two—did their best to furnish
a wealth of material for that social
news. As for the rest of the members of the staff,—hut we had better
stop right here before we make a
false move of the pen.
If, however, the fair visitors exerted an influence which will lead to
inspiration, then may that inspiration send itself in the news of thp
•day, and we'll close by saying, "God
Bless 'Em."
—E. H. H.
C.A.C.

THE SOUTHERN FEDERATION OF
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Clemson has been extended an invitation to send two delegates to the
second annual meeting of the Southern Federation of College Students,
which meeting will be held on April
10, 11, and 12, at the University
of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill,
N. C. The first annual meeting of
the Federation was held at the

STUDENTS AND POLITICS

One of their hits was the popular
ditty "It Ain't 'Gwine to Rain No
More." This number also got much
applause when
sung
by
Fred
Leitzsey, the inimitable black-face.
—W. W. B.
C.A.C. ■
—
Every dog has his day, but the
dog with a sore tail has a week-end.

r

THE COMMUNITY STOFit

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. O..
BY THE COMMUNITY!
FOR THE COMMUNITY!
ONE HUNDRED PERCENT
JOB THE TIGERS AND
TIGBRTOWN!
CADETS ALWAYS WBLOOME.
"Want a ride?—Whoa—Det in
CHECKS CASHED.
—Diddap.—Dimme
a
tiss—-No!
FULL LINE OF
Whoa—Det out—Diddap."
CANDIES,
—Tech Voo Doo.
FRUITS,
TOBACCOS,
She—"You raised your hat to that,
SHOES,
girl who passed.
You don't know
SWEATERS,
her, do you?"
UNDERWEAR.
He—"No, but my brother does, Drop in to nee ua.
W« appreciate
and this is his hat."—Phoenix.
Tow trade.
Bo—"Have
you
heard
thos.
'Sandpaper Blues'?"
Cat—" No. Sing it to me."
Bo—" I can't; it's too rough."
Lady Jane—"Have you given the
goldfish fresh water, Janet
Janet—"No, Mum.
They ain't
finished the water I gave 'em to'ther
day yet."—Medley.
C.A.C.
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WE HAVE
BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPON-

«L

DENT with the Heacock Plan and
earn a good income while learning;
we show you how;

begin actual

work at once; all or spare time;
experience
vassing;

unnecessary;
send

Newswriters

for

A Complete Line

* *l

no can-

of

particulars.

Training

Bureau,

Loose Leaf ISote Books

Buffalo, N. Y.

TO THE PEOPLE OF
CLEMSON COLLEGE
Let's make the slogan: "More gardens and better ones."
Thorough
preparation and proper cultivation
will bring results.
I will give you
both.
Engagements can be made with
me personally, or by bulletin at
Clinkscales & Crowthers.
Yours for Gardening,
C. B. HENRY.

JUNGLE eiEE CLUB
ENTERTAINS LIBERTY Clsuiig and Pressing

One of the many things that
college students are prone to neglect
is politics, both State and National.
One is almost appalled at the ignorance some students display on this
importantant factor of Americanism. Gives Good Performance In High
School Auditorium At Liberty—
It seems that just so a smatterring
knowledge is had, the student does
Orchestra And Comedians Make
not take the time to investigate
Hits With Large Audience
further.
Only too often there is
The Clemson College Glee Club
found a students who knows absolutely nothing on the political j entertained
in
Liberty
Saturday
questions that are before the State < night under the auspices of the
and Nation today.
j Liberty High School.
A sizeable
It is not proper that such a condi- audience filled the auditorium of the
tion should exist. It is a student's (Liberty High to hear the Tiger
duty to be able to discuss any politi- . songsters present their program,
cal situation with intelligence and j
The program of the club is dividconviction.
Not only is the stu- ed into three parts, the first comhimself
by
not posed of concert musical numbers
dent injuring
being acquainted with the political by the club and by individuals, the
issues of today, but he is injuring second featuring the Orchestra and
End-man Fred Lietzsey, and the
his State and Country as a whole.
While in college a student should third being a minstrel show.
avail himself of all opportunities
Undoubtedly the hits of the show
to discuss politics and of broaden- were the "Jungle Spasms," in which
ing his views on the issues pertain- the Orchestra showed the Liberty
ing to him as a citizen.
Politics . people how jazz should be played,
should become a vital force in his j and the black-face comedy of Fred
life, for upon the student does the i Leitzsey.
"Slats" Covin, the other
future policy of our State and Na-; end-man in the minstrel, himself is
tion depend.
a black-face artist of no mean abili
By making himself thoroughly ty.
familiar with the different political
The best of the concert music
parties and their platforms, the stu- were the club members "To Thee O
dent should be able to find the good Country," "Swing Along," and the
features of each and learn to avoid . Clemson "Alma Mater."
the bad features of all. As long as
Quite a number of Clemson peothe student is content merely to pie went to Liberty for the concert.
study his college curriculm, he will To them one of the interesting
be greatly embarrassed when he features of the show was Prof. Bill
has finally finished college and is Lippincott arrayed in a Clemson
out in the world with its political cadet's dress uniform,
conflict and strife.
Not only will
Especial credit should go to the
the student be embarrassed for lack Glee Club Orchestra composed of E.
of knowledge on politics, but he will C. Curdts, H. P. Bruner, G. J. Mcbe susceptible to the wiles of the Millan, R. C. Dixon, L. E. Cromer,
promises and "honery."
i D. R. Ergle and Prof. W. L. LippinIt was just the other day that cott. Their jazz music was excellent

was used on this ocasion.
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Pennants
Pillow Covers
Stationery
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Fountain Pens

I

Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Eversharp Pencils
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB
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Nectly combed, well-kept ha.r is a
busmesi ur;d ocial 235et.
STACOMIS mat^s the hair stay combe;!
in any t\j\z yon like even after it had
just been waiiiii
CTACOMB—/ ht original—has been
t: ?■■■■ for yean by r.tari of stage ni> I
w recn—leaders »f »tyle. Write t*uuy
iui tree trial luUc.

Tuix»—-35c

Jar»—75c

Insist «n STACOMB—in the black,
yetiovv u:«i gtiJd package,
F«r sale at y<rur tlreg^iit or wherever
Sc&aiajrd Laboratories, Inc.
750 Stanford Avenue L«i Anfi«Ici, California
Sf.fisi coupon (or Fr*« Trinl Till
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Y" CAFETERIA

We Serve Regular Meata,
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiehea,
Ice Cream,
Ice Cold Milks,
Soft Drinks,
Fruits and Candies,
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
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Messrs. Bramlett and Dean Unknown Rider." There being very and should be a success. I have
RRIBLE TEXTILES CAPTURE
The following young ladies from
ONE AND LOSE ONE accepted the challenge. Mr. Smith few of the debaters present, it was never known of a meeting of this Winthrop College are spending the

t*

The Junior Textiles advanced one
notch higher when the decisively
defeated the Senior Textiles Thursday night 16 to 10. The game was
hotly contested by both teams.
Williams for the Juniors and Brown
for the Seniors tied for scoring
honors, shooting three goals.
Juniors
Seniors
Goodale (4)
G
Stribling
Roche (2)
G
Shirley
Phifer (2)
C
Brown (6)
Williams (6)
F
Cook (2)
Batson (2)
F
Hollingsworth 2
Subt. Jrs. Tate for Roche; Referee
Lake.
The dashing Juniors met with
reverses on Friday night when the
"Terrace Terrors" came out of their
slump and won by a one point margin.
The Terrace Terrors had a
hard time keeping up with the Manufacturers.
It was only by the
lucky long shot of Lake's, Ex-Wake
Forest Star, that they were able
to win. The game was rough, many
fouls called on both sides and much
argument with the referee.
The
Textiles took the lead early in the
game and kept it until the last few
minutes. Goodale fought hard for
victory, scoring three points after
the visitors had secured a four point
lead. Lake and McGill starred for
the Terrors. Cox, Kehew, Weiters,
and Woodside showed some improvement over there last few
games.
The Textiles seemed off
color but they had the "Pep" and
the spirit.
They fought harder
than the visitors. Batson played a
close game at guard. Tate, who was
shifted from guard, out jumped
McGill at center. Roche played well
at forward.
Williams still holds
his place as high scorer for the
Textiles. Pope made a wonderful
shot from a difficult position. The
Textiles kept the ball most of the
time but could not make the ball go
in the basket.
The Terrors had
only a few chances at the basket
making seven. Goodale scored the
only foul shot made during the game
Terrible Textiles
Terrace Terrors
Lake (4)
F
Williams (4)
Cox
F
Roche (2)
McGill (6)
Tate
G
Kehew
Goodale (3)
Woodside (2)
G
Batson (2)
Subt: Textiles, Pope (2) for Ttae.
Terrors, Weiters (2) for Kehew.
The Textiles had hoped for a
game with the Junior Ag's, but they
could not play because of urgent
Spring plowing.
C.A.C.
THE COLUMBIAN
Mr B. W. Freeland entertained
the society last Friday night with a
cracker-jack selection of jokes. Mr
J. H. Sams, the orator of the evening, made a very good talk on
-'Living a Life at Clemson." Only
one debator on the program was
present; so the vice-president, Mr.
Sams, called for volunteers. Messrs.
B. W. Freeland and C. C. Stuckey
volunteered to uphold the affirmative and Mr. L. B. Blakeney volunteered to help Mr. Dean on the negative. Although three of the members were not previously prepared,
they put up a very good debate.
The judges decided in favor of the
negative. The query for the debate
was Resolved: That Congress should
pass the Mellon Tax Bill.
Mr.
Kershaw rendered a very good declamation on "To a Waterfowl."
Mr S. L. Gillespie gave a delightful
reading of Kipling's poem "On the
Road to Mandalay."
After the
completion of the program, Mr. R.
H. Smith, in behalf of himself and
Mr. E. Sanders, challenged any two
men in they society to defend the
negative aid* of the query, Resolved
That it is better to have loved and
lost than never to have loved at

/.

said he thought Mr. Dean should
re ruled out, because the query was
to simple for college men to debate.
—T. J. H.
C.A.C. ■
THE CALHOUN
The Calhoun Literary Society
held its regular meeting Friday
night for the first time since the
spring holidays. The president, Mr.
Hall, called the meeting to order
and had the minutes read. After
this a very interesting program was
carried out. Mr. Batson, who is a
speaker of no mean ability, gave the
members of the society a very good
oration.
Mr. Wood who is also
a good speaker declaimed on "The

moved that the debate be dispensed
with until the next meeting. The
motion was sustained and the debate
put off until next Friday night.
Mr. Booker suggested that a
meeting be devoted entirely to having a program in honor of the man
for whom the society is named,
John C. Calhoun. This suggestion
was a subject for much discussion,
and it was finally decided to designate Friday, March 28, for this purpose. All the members of the faculty are to have a special invitation
to the meeting.
Having a meeting such as the
Calhoun Literary Society is planning to have is a very good thing

kind being held before, especially
one to which all the faculty are invited, so I believe that it will be
a marked advance, from a literary
society standpoint.
—H. S. T.
C.A.C.
She—"Tell me, have you ever
loved another?"
He—"Why, yes, of course, dear.
Do you think that I'd practice on
a nice girl like you?"—Record

spring holidays at their homes at
Clemson College—Misses Mary B.
Robertson, Frances Earle, Jessie
Matthews, Mattie Pickett, Sara McHugh, Eleanor Ravenel.
Misses Louise Pope and Beulah
Ferguson will entertain at a Bridge
party Saturday afternoon in honor
of Misses Dorothy Pope, Minnie
Florence
Ferguson
and
Lucile
Smoak.

Prof. Reid will entertain his SunMiss Lucile Rochester who has
day School Class Saturday evening been in Staunton, Va. for the past
at the home of Prof, and Mrs. S. M. year, has accepted a position in the
Martin.
Agricultural Dept.

The Great Engineering
Achievement of 18

What
Engineering
Owes to
Initiative

PRIOR to 1899
the Avorks of the
Westinghouse Airbrake Company was
operated by reciprocating engines
distributed in
various parts of the
plant. While this source of power was
inefficient in many respects, it was the best
known commercial motive force of the day.
By 1899, however, remarkable developments had been made in the design and construction of steam turbines and electric generating equipment. Called to the attention of
the Airbrake officials, it was decided to give
the new machines a chance, and three Westinghouse Steam Turbines were installed without delay. This was the first large installation
of its kind, anywhere.

Daddy of All Large
Commercial Turbines
Began Operation at
Wihnermng
It required initiative to take this step
—someone had to be first. And, as in
all important pioneering achievements,
there was much skepticism as to results.
However, the new units quickly proved their
practicability. Although of only 400 K. W.
capacity they proved much more efficient and
economical than the old reciprocating engines.
Their economy was particularly conspicuous
because by careful test they showed a fuel
saving of approximately 36 per cent.
Steam turbine development thus received
its first real impetus in 1899, the Wilmerding,
Pa., performance definitely establishing this
electrical unit as a better method of turning
the wheels of industry.
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the shy young lasses and the awe- throats was heard rising skyward— "We will!"
19 and 20, to bring to bring tostruck "jungaiites." Those men who "may divine blessings come to the
The coming conference was a gether a group of Methodist stuwere so fortunate as u, have vacant ladies, we love them all.
direct outgrowth of this resolution. dents of America to study Methperiods duriiig the day were seen
J. M. L.
A Methodist student was selected dism's part in the world's task and
flocking toj the little groups of
C.A.C. •
from each delegation and these met Mr. G. C. Page, Philander Smith
talkers that seemed to co-agulate
in a succession of conferences. The College, Little Rock, Ark.
METHODIST CONFERENCE
final meeting was held New Years Mr. Walter Rhodes, Univ. of South
CHICKENS
COME
HOME
TO upon the campus whenever a young
Eve. As the old year faded away Dakota, Vermillion, S. Dak.
ROOST. WINTHROP CONTIN- lady could be seen and those poor
GENT STEALS HEARTS THEN unfortunates who attended classes in
Shall the
north
and south and the New Year made her en- how we as students can relate ourDEPARTS LEAVING MANY MOON body, were joining in spirit, in every branches of the Methodist church trance the National Conference of selves to that task.
A definite
mouthful of conversation that was unite?
Methodist Students founded in pray- organization was set up with headEYED MEN IN TIGER TOWN
loosed in the mad rush for supreme
er, controlled by faith and promoted quarters at 740 Rush Street, ChicaIs consolidation of all Prostesby enthusiasm was brought
into go, Illinois, with Robert F. Chapler
Anticipation, realization, and re- favors in some lady's admiration. tanism possible?
For quite a while the Smoke was
existence.
trospection are supposed to repreacting in the capacity of executive
Where can youth serve in the
Fifteen students were elected at secretary.
sent the underlying sensations of prevalent on the campus that several church today?
Advisory
committees
this meeting to act in the capacity were selected whose membership intriple enjoyment.
True they may "Buck" formations had to be callIt
is
to
help
answer
these
and
The cludes: S. R. Thornburg, Mary A.
seem, yet they fall far short of ex- ed in order to logically proceed other vital church problems that of an executive committee.
pressing the true feelings of the love with the social activities of the Clemson College has been invited following were the members of the Randolph, M. W. Ehnes, James
committee:
sickest bunch of boys that ever week.
Lewis, C. M. MoConnell, James V.
Following is the order of social- to participate in a national convenMr R. R. Denison, Chairman, Thompson and warren G. Sheldon.
roamed the wilderness of Mr. Clemistics that dragged many hearts into tion of Methodist students, the first Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa.
son's institute of learning.
At the conference both experts
unexplored
depths, from which it is of its kind ever held, at Louisville, Miss Opal Bailey, Texas Woman's and students will present the vari
Well, all you Kadets get you a
Kentucky,
April
18,
19,
and
20.
College, Ft. Worth Texas.
table cloth—handkerchefs are in- doubtful if they will ever rise:
ous fields of the church, showing
It is proposed that every college
Wednesday evening was devoted
Mr. H. F. Chapler, 630 University what they offer in the way of sersufficient
for the
forth-coming
and universijy in the United States
floods of eye water—and prepare to to general dating, during which where any considerable number of Place, Evaston, 111.
vice, what they are doing to meet
time
keen
attention
was
devoted
to
Mr. L. O. Denyes, Univ. of Wiscon- the demands made upon them and
cast your despondent eyes along the
personal matters. Thursday evening Methodist students are enrolled will sin, Wesley Foundation, Madison.
forth coming lines.
what the possibilities are.
This
saw
the young guests of Tigertown send at least two delegates to the Mr. L. W. Diggs, 520 N. Broadway, conference is very unique in that
Tis indeed an unusual sight to
conference.
Clemson
by
Methodist
see this gallant body of young man- entertained at bridge, by Miss Nellie students here, it is expected, will Baltimore, Md.
it has been called by students and
Also
Miss
Monk
Mr. A. C. Floyd, Emory University, is under student leadership.
hood throw itself into reverse and Sue Pickens.
get under way immediately.
Atlanta, Ga.
back out of chapel in the morning, Ravenel entertained her guests at.
Each college or university in
Strange almost as fiction was the
a
Wiener
roast.
Miss
Marie
Francis,
1216
N. the United States, which has a
nevertheless that is what happened
On Friday evening Miss Trescott incident which gave birth to the Francis, Oklahoma City, Okla.
on last Wednesday morning, after
group of Methodist students, is exentertained
at a lovely informal convention idea. Like the origins of Mr. Richard Hanson, 1011 Indi- pected to send at least two delethe blood curdling echoes of the
many
other
great
religious
moveplaintive "dismiss your companies" dance in honor of the charming ments the proposal grew out of an ana Street, Lawrence, Kans.
gates. These delegates are to be
daughters of Winthrop. On this ocMr. Stanley High, 1560 Common- selected by the various groups of
had died away.
unusual co-incidence, a co-incidence
wealth, Brighton, Mass.
The news items and general chap- casion the beloved custodian of
Methodist students and to represent
that brought groups of students
books,
and
despenser
of
general
inel program were enacted as usual
Miss Lelia Kernkemp, 113 Church them.
from the two branches of the Methon said date—but alas, in vain. formation did herself proud as hosSt. S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
C.A.C. ■
odist church together at the recent
tess,
for
the
most
select
gathering
Mark Anthony could have borrowed
Miss
Cornelia Sickelee, RandolphShe—"I
like
your girl but her
Student
Volunteer
convention
at
two thousand ears if he could have of young ladies ever assembled on
Macon College, Lynchburg, Va.
waist
is
too
large."
Indianapolis.
The
city
still
talks
of
been so fortunate as to be present our grand old campus.
Mr. Johhn Thornton, 1614 Walnut
He—" Yes, there s no getting
Saturday evening saw all-hands the event.
on that memorable occasion, but a
around that."
It was Sunday afternoon. Dele- Street, Berkeley, Calif.
all
hearts,
heads,
and
Fords
proplea for eyes would have brought
gates from the North Church, as- Mr. R. D. Ware, Wesley Hall, Nashforth as much responce as a call ceed to Liberty, at which place the
Englishman (eating a fish-cake
sembled in one of the Indianapolis ville, Tenn.
for water at a boot-legger's ball. "agonies" of our local Olee Club
An
Advisory
Committee
was
elecfor
the first time)—-"I say, old
churches,
were
engrossed
in
a
disOften have we heard of "eyes right" served as the main (?) form of ented
consisting
of
leaders
in
both
chap,
something has died in my
cussion
of
world
problems.
Suddenand "eyes left," but unconsciously tertainment.
ly, without warning, the group from branches of the church which was biscuit."—Punch Bowl.
On
Sunday
morning
the
ojd
and simultaneously a thousand pair
the South Carolina filed silently in- composed of the following: Dr,
of opties did the very timely "eyes proverbial Seneca was greatly disFeed angleworms dynamite. Feed
to the church.
A thrill like a Stonewall Anderson, Dr. Garfield
to the rear", in response to a chorus appointed to see that no cadets
charge of electricity, swept over the Evans, Dr. Charles Guthrie, Dr. C. fish worms. Throw rocks at fish.
wandered
along
its
picturesque
of sweetly chiming feminine voices
room. No word was spoken—none G. Hounshell, Dr. Titus Lowe, Dr. Results excellent.
that chirped incessantly in the banks. As a matter of fact, every
Dive down to bottom. Tell Fish
was needed. No voice could have W. F. Cheldon, Dr. R. J. Wade, Dr.
balcony, and the echoes of which able-bodied man in school rallied to
bedtime story.
Fish go to sleep.
proclaimed the inevitable question Ralph A. Ward.
the
cause
of
trailing
"his
heart's
vibrated on the eager ears below,
Sunday,
February
17th,
North
Grab
fish
without
waking.
so
effectively
as
the
silence:
"If
we
just as the tones from the chimes last beat" to church. The influences
Dash
madly
up
to
stream shoutwestern
University,
Evanston,
Illican
unite,
why
cannot
the
churches
of St. Andrews catheredral fall of this-last named occasion were diwe represent do likewise?
Why nois, the two committees with other ing, "I am Bryan and drunk as a
vine,
but
the
nature
of
said
divinity
soothingly on the hearts and soul's
Pick up the
not face the common world task to- prominent church men met to furth- monkey ancestors."
of the humble throngs that regularly is still a mystery. The following is ;
er
the
plans
for
the
conference.
At
stunned
fish.
gether?"
A
joint
discussion
followpause in humble submission and quoted from the memoirs of one Mr.
Dig ditch running through swamp.
B. H. H.—"Divine influences in no | ed—an intense, heart-to-heart dis- this meeting definite plans were
reverence thereto.
Fish
catch rheumatism in damp
made
for
the
holding
of
the
concussion—from
which
the
united
As has been said before, so many way affected the quantity or quality
swamp,
haul away in trucks.—Life.
ference
in
Louisville,
Ky.,
April
18,
body
arose
as
one
man
to
answer:
necks were twisted out of line as of the dates that followed."
Below,
we
submit
the
Winthrop
a result of the eager backward
glances, that it was decided ad- line-up and suggest that each man
visable to march the corps from interested therein, pick the idol of
chapel in reverse motion so their his dreams.
Miss Eleanor Ravenel had -as her
faces would be turned toward the
direction in which the said corps visitors, Misses Jeanne Gasden, and
Catherine Peterman.
was to make its exit.
Miss Sarah McHugh entertained
As each successive company was
dismissed from ranks thereafter, Misses "Cindy" Seabrook, Eunice
every face was seen to register that Stogner, and Vera Creighton.
Miss Nellie Sue Pickens acted as
one and only appropriate expession
—expectancy.
Judging from ap- hostess to Miss Harriet Trowbridge
pearances, it looked as tho "Ball and Miss Martha Lumkin.
Head" Bryan was the first masMiss Mary B. Robertson visited
culine to be over come with initia- her father, Mr. B. F. Robertson.
tive; in view of which fact he was
Miss Elizabeth Farmer was the
the first of "Kora Kadets" repre- attractive guest of Mrs. Johnstone.
sentatives to indulge in the congenial
Miss Frances Earle visited her
company of the visiting skirt cloth, parents, who reside on the campus.
that had already set the inmates of
Miss Dorothy Pope was the guest
Tigertown to howling. The afore- of her sister, Miss Louise Pope.
mentioned Bryan, accompanied by
Miss Beulah Ferguson and Misses
a score of damsels, proceeded to the Lucille Smoak and Minnie Florence
post office, which on this particular Ferguson as her visitors for th?
<day was "swamped" with mail and holidays.
males of every description— tie
Miss Lillie Crawford Stevenson
latter of which were bent on feast- was the attractive guest of Mrs. D.
ing love sick eyes on the freshest, H. Henry.
dainties, and most attractive indiviMiss Mattie Pickett was at home
duals who have ever honored Clem- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
son by convening hereat.
E. Pickett.
At this stage of the game we
Mrs. Clinkscales entertained Miss
might make mention of the fact— Lucia Norris.
tho needless it is—that Winthrop
As the detestible Southern railall the difference
in superlative grandure was making road bore the last crew of the rebetween just an ordinary cigarette
itself represented in
our
midst. luctantly departing visitors away
and—FATIMA, the most skillful
"None of the Mesdames Solomon from Calhoun and the misty-eyed
in all their glory were ever arrayed throng of admirers, a great cloud
blend in cigarette history.
of dispair seemed to envelope the
as one of these."
Practically all day Wednesday whole scene. Amid the noise and
was devoted to the newing and excitement of the departing train, a
renewing of acquaintances between great cry from a hundred husky

WINTHROP DAUGHTERS
COME TO TISERTOWN

f
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THE

WtSE
AW
OTMEfcVYK
BT SKINNY AND TOMMY
JOKES
A very few improvements that
would bring the true joy of mere
life to the heart of every Clemson
cadet.
By In Fe Simple
1. Move the Commandants office
to Anderson and have an auxiliary
office for convience in Pendleton.
2. Endless belt conveyor with
Morris chairs attached for ExtraWalker's convenience incircling the
extra square.
3. Plate glass mirrors covering
walls and at ends of halls to
facilitate the reviewing of perfect
specimens of American soldierhood
by some of our Army personnel.
4. Geological gardens, containing
Army officers, and an aquariam on
the small parade ground for the
education and enlightenment of jailbirds.
5. Bars across the windows of
the guard room annex to make
room and guard-room arrest more
realistic.
6 Electric bell system with board
in commandant's office that will indicate the opening of each cell door.
7. Dictaphones concealed in every
cell and have receivers
in
His
Majesty's. The Chief Fire Marshall,
office to enable him to get a clearer
and inside view of each cadets high
regard and esteem for his Royal
Highness.
8. A satisfactorily made combination fire and water-proof uniform
for the Chief Fire Marshall.
9. A day-light-saving law to enable the cadets to spend profitably
the time that is now spent in
langorous slumber.
10. A hair and complexion dye
that will lessen the sun't competition.
When The Earth Was Square
The snow-white darkness was falling fast,
As the peaches on the shoe trees
grew;
I climbed to the cellar on the housetop,
v
Where the many steps were few.
I It was dark in that location,
Darker than any night;
* I sat and talked over the radio
And I saw what was out of sight.
I visited an underground city,
That was far up in the sky;
The buildings were tall as footprints
And grape juice was made of rye.
K

The caterpillars played the victrola,
While the jay birds sang in the
choir,
% The toad frogs took up collection,
For the Woolworth building had
a flat tire.
■—Mary E. Walker

f,

Clemson College, S. C.
March 19, 1924.

Hello Kid,
No doubt that you will be surprised to hear from an old time buddy,
itheless, anyhow, however,
but' . J
|going on to say, also, reas I was
mean for this to be a
sardless l'
ie. While looking over
Pleasant o
te Leap Year letters tosome of t
:idently, unavoidably, and
night I ac
lelessly noticed that they
purdy car
some little girlie that I
w
ere fron,
by a daily sequence of
f
eel as if
3 once were hers and
environien
not missplaced her name
if I have
is slipped my memory by
or
if it h.t idy, reconsidering and a
caieful stw
11:

special observation appears to me
not in the daily news paper nor
upon the screen, but in some little
scheduled spot, I cannot tell just
where. As you know that all people are not alike by the law of
heredity, well as I was about to say
before I spoke, that is the place I
found your name and to my disposal
it appeared to me in my study as
little Miss Jake.
Now, Miss Jake, as it has been
said by some great large giant that
you and I have hot yet heard about
in some book—not the Honea Path
Chronical though that in the study
of the great and powerful subject,
Electricity, that some objects repell
each other, and I can't figure out
whether we are like or unlike objects, and my roommate says—by
the way he is a chemist—that all
things may be joined in to one by
various chemical processes, scientifically operated, this was proven by
Mendel-Jeff and if he by some other
means than discussion, signs and
Radio convinces me in a theoretical
sense—not practical understand—
but as some people that may slightly sceptical in thought, actions, and
deeds and is not over powered With
plutocracy may not understand this,
I will now submit my self to a action
that has never taken place in a
very dramatical way so as to not
interrupt anyone that has power to
study «vhy muddy water sometimes
turns clear under the operations of
the subjects that proves that Torment is colder than an iceburg
floating down the Amozon River ar
a temperature of ten million calories
below zero in the morning and will
do to take a bath in at twelve
o'clock noon, really that is some
subject, speaking from the figurative point of view that Theology is
not a study of the Bible but only
teaches such people such as myself
who by some circumstance not
known to the insane asylum that
every time you bend your elbow in
the counter-clockwise motion, your
mouth flies open so wide that it
inscribes a simicircle subtended by
a chord when at its greatest point
of elasticity and sufficiently lubricated and measured by the compass
and meter stick that the circle by
Trigonometry using the sine 0=cos
a as a Formula measures 3 59 degrees wide open, the one degree
lacking was caused from constant
eating minus a wisdom tooth.
Now dear heart this is not the
point, it appears that I was driving
at, and I know that this sounds like
a dying calf under the spreading
chest-nut tree where the Village
Doctor stood making pills and medicine so sweet that when taken with
a mixture Nitro-B-Napthol made
you grow so strong that your shoes
would not stay upon your feet.
Say in my study of AnalyticalHypo-oot-Shanklin say taking all
things into consideration; namely,
phraseology , preu-dony-mous and
writing this on a sexagesima day.
I trust that you may understand
each and every thought for I am as
simple as a Ford that runs with out
gas.
Blasphemingly yours
Gary C. Wilson
Author of True and Fired.
I'd rather be a hired man,
Yes, by heck!
Than a saxaphone footer
With a string around my neck.

TIGER

JUNIORS WAIT WITH
KEEN AUTIGIPAT!
For Uncle Sain's Houseparty In
Anniston Alabama—Many Guests
Invited—Rising Seniors Make Plans
For Six Weeks Party In Land Of
Eternal Sunshine
Plans are rapidly being shaped
for the Junior's houseparty at Anniston this summer. The entire Junior
class has been issued a block invitation to attend. And according to
available information a program of
entertainment has been arranged
which assures every man of a
varied, busy, and complete requiem
while enjoying the hospitality of
the charming host—the army.
The houseparty will begin about
the 13th of June; will extend thru
the pleasant summer months; and
will conclude with a grand finale
about the first of August.
All
guests are urged to bring lockers,
safes, and other receptales for the
protection of their belongings. The
nature of the country is such that
things have a curious habit of taking absence without leave. Bathing
suits, tennis rackets, and similar
sporting equipment will come in,
handy inasmuch as a great deal of
time will be spent in such recreation.
Last summer many of our
present Senior class enjoyed the
kind hospitality of our future host,
and they join as one in saying that a
more delightful, more interesting vacation could not be had.
Every Junior should make it a
point to see that he has no conflicting social engagements. This is
an opportunity that no man could
well afford to miss. Those who find
that they will be unable to attend
will doubtless see that their social
standing in the coming college year
will be naught.
Every Junior
should call personally on their future host and assure them (or is it
an "it") that their kind invitation
is accepted, and that you will be
on hand when the opening celebration will be staged.
—E. L. S.
C.A.C. ■
■

FIVE
of the students at heart. Dancing
is one of the few things that keeps
a Clemson man in touch with the
outside world. To have abolished
dances would have been an irreparable loss to Clemson men.
As a result of the new ruling, the
first of the Spring dances will be
held Friday' night. The dance is
to be given under the auspices of
th ladies of the campus. The list
of visitors alrady contains a great
number of girls. This dance bids
fair to be one of the best of the
year. And in the minds of those
who are to have "the" one over, it
will be the best of the year.
—E. L. S.
C.A.C. •
"Can you swim?"
"Can I? Fellow, I used to be a
traffic cop in Venice!"—Dodo.
"Yes, mister, rum's a curse all
right. That's why I drink beer."
"Goodness me, my man, beer is
also a curse!"
"That's right, mister. But beer is
only a mild sort of a curse—like
"Goodness me!"—Bulletin (Sydney)

Since the early part of last fall
there has been much sorrowing
among those who trip the light fantastic. The reason for this lies in
the ruling of the faculty which said
that only men eligible for week-end
permits would be allowed to attend
dances. This rule resulted in the
complete annihilation of the indoor
sport. In fact, according to statistics gathered by dancing club officers, only 30 per-cent of the members of the various dancing clubs
were able to attend dances.
Now, however, things are beginning to look brighter. The faculty
at a recent meeting, decided that
their ruling was too drastic. Consequently, the standard required for
a man to rate dances is much less
severe. According to the new ruling
those men with only one "D", "F"
or"I", and with less than 40 demerits carried over from the proceeding term may attend dances.
This will allow dances to go on.
Otherwise, dances would have beeL
stopped practically altogether.
The faculty in changing this ruling regarding dances showed that
the members of the student's governing body have the best interests

Old Lady:
Are you afraid of
work?
Bum: Not a bit, lady. I can lie
right down beside it and go to
sleep.—Yale Record.

CLINT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Soft Drinks,
Milks,
Sandwiches,
Candy,
—Host Anything Yon

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN

If you smoke a pipe
(if you don't you ought to)
it may be worth your while
to read this
You know tobacco is a vegetable; it grows out of the ground,
and when it's green, it is too
harsh and strong to smoke. The
very best way to remove that
harshness and bitterness is by
thorough ageing in wood. To
age Velvet Tobacco in wood is
expensive for us—yes, very expensive, and it takes time, but it
gives you a milder, cooler smoke
with a finer flavor.
It's 10 to 1 you'll like Velvet
Tobacco—aged in wood.

"LTY RUUNfi ON
DANCES IS CHANGED
Allows More
Cadets To
Attend
Spring Hops—Ladies Dance Be'
Held Friday March 21

"How should one approach
woman with a past?"
With a present."—Punch Bowl.

LIGGETT
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MYEHS TOBACCO CO.

"WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
1024 Race St., Phila., Pa.
Uniforms and Equipment for
Military Schools and Colleges
Send for Catalog, Samples and Prices
WE UNIFORM AND EQUIP CLEMSON."

SLOAN BROS. I
We do not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT WHAT
WE DO SELL, ARE GOOD.
Robert Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman's Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts and
Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Roges and Slippers.
Minimax Silk and Wool Hose.
SEE US OFTBN.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two dayg
required.

RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS
t*gmr
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by

interesting

who do their best to put
FRESHMAN BASEBALL TRACK TEAM BRAVES ' speakers
over their thoughts to the audience
food for thought.
MEN SHOW PROMISE ' GOLD MARCH WINDS andOngivelastnewSunday
evening the deleCold
Team Has Good Program For Home Indoor Practice Frustrates
And Foreign Fields—Freshman
Weather's Attempt To Freeze
Track Athletes—First
Tryouts
Team Looks Good To Fans
Will Come In Few Days
With a large bunch of candidates
in the field for the freshmen baseUnder the able supervision of
ball nine, encouragement is given Coach Reed, track practice has conthem for added work by the an- tinued during the past week, despite
nouncement of the schedule of their the unfavorable weather which has
games.
The program
contains prevailed for a number of days.
twelve battles, five to be played on
Coming as it did, after the ideal
road and seven on Riggs Field. The Spring weather we enjoyed during
opposition is to be furnished by the first week in March, the cold
Furman,
Georgia
Tech, North weather and rain put something of
Georgia Aggies, Piedmont College, a crimp in the coaches' plans for
and Oak Ridge School.
stiff work on the cinder path; but
The squad, working daily under the men have been put thru some
the direction of Prof. Withers, is good workouts in the big gym
full of pep. Quiete a number of every afternoon. Stationary runpromising ball players are in the ning, high kicking, and leg and arm
bunch.
exercises have kept the track men
The schedule for the Tiger Cubs in good physical condition; and
is as follows:
when the weather conditions are
April 4. Piedmont College at Clem- more favorable, it will be a matter
son.
of only a few weeks until ClemApril 5. Piedmont College at Clem- son's track team will be ready for
son.
all comers.
April 10. Furman at Clemson.
It is Coach Reed's desire that
April 18 North Georgia Aggies at still more men come out for the
Dahlonega.
track team, because he feels that
April 19. North Georgia Aggies at there are a great many athletics
Dahlonega.
who are not among the old guard
April 25.
Piedmont College
at which comes out for practice every
Demorest.
day. Good men are needed for all
April
26 Piedmont
College
at the events; and promising looking
Demorest.
material for the field events will
April 29 Oak Ridge at Clemson.
be especially welcome. Some of the
May 7. North Georgia Aggies at men who are proud of their good
Clemson.
right arms should have a try at the
May 8. North Georgia Aggies at javelin.
Men are needed for the
Clemson.
broad-jump, pole-vault, high-jump,
May 9. Georgia Tech at Clemson.
shot-put, discus-throw, and hurdles,
A game with Furman in Green- and for that matter a good man
ville to be arranged. Date undecided. will stand a chance to win a place
—W. W. B.
in any event on the track.
C.A.C.
The Tigers have a mighty good
schedule this Spring, and it will
take an unusually good track team
to win a majority of the meets
Mr and Mrs John File of Phil- participated in.
Numbers have a
adelphia are visiting their neice and great bearing on the building of a
nephew, Mr and Mrs Louis Doane. track team, because competition is
the keynote of success on the cinder
Miss Lucile Rochester's many path. Therefore, it is urged that
friends are glad to welcome her all men who are physically able
back to the campus.
come out for the track team.
Plans are now under way to put
Mrs Gaston Moffatt has returned
the
track around Riggs Field in
to Clemson after a visit to her home
first-class shape. The vaulting and
in Winnsboro.
jumping pits will be excavated during the week.
Some new track
Miss Agnes Riggs of Easley spent
equipment is expected within a few
the week-end with Mrs W. M. Riggs.
days; and everything will be set
and
primed for the best track year
Miss Margaret Morrison attended
the State Teacher's Meeting in in Clemson's history. Come on in
boys; the water's fine!
Columbia last week.
—E. H. H.
C.A.C.
The March meeting of the Andrew
Pickens Chapter, D. A. R. was held
Dr D. W. Daniel made an adMonday afternoon at the Calhoun dress at the Annual Banquet of the
Mansion. Miss Ida Calhoun being Virginia Wholesale Groceries assochostess. It was indeed fitting to iation at Norfolk, Va. and addressed
celebrate Calhoun Day at the home the Chamber of Commerce at Hopeof South Carolina's greatest states- well, Va. this week.
man, John C. Calhoun. The mansion
was adorned with numerous vases
Miss Rosa
Evans
entertained
of cut flowers.
White and green twelve of her little friends at a
carried out the color scheme. The lovely St. Patrick's party Saturday
officers table was adorned with a afternoon at her home. The decorabasket of jouquils. At the request of tions of green and white appropriate
Mrs D. W. president, Mrs O. R. to this St. Patricks's season were
Doyle secretary, read the minutes carried out. The dining room was
after the business was desposed of beautifully decorated with ferns and
Mrs Rebehah Shiver gave an interes- shamrocks.
ting paper on Calhoun. A duet was
Ice cream, cake and mints in the
beautifully rendered by Mesdames chosen colors of green and white
John McSween and S. W. Evans were served.
with piano accompaniment by Mrs
C.A.C.
Shiver. Piano Solo by Mrs P. K.
Y. M. C. A.
Eaton.
At the conclusion of the
program Miss Ida Calhoun assisted
Vesper services continue to have
by Mesdames Sam Evans, S. M. Martin, A. G. Holmes, Jack Elmore, large numbers present at each meetMiss Carye Calhoun, served a de- ing. This fact is attributed to many
lightful salad course with coffee, causes such as morning watch
mints and salted pecans. The sugar groups, the Friendship Council, and
dish of General Andrew Pickens other such bands which are engaged
in student work. The services are
was used on this ocasion.

gates that went to Due West to attend the Student Volunteer Conference gave a report of this convention. Ten men spoke on different
phases of mission work,- giving their
point of view as to the possibilities
as they now exist in foreign lands.
It is a hard matter for the average
student to face his fellow classmen
by making only a short talk, but the
men carried out their part admirably at the last vesper service. A
short synopsis was given of the
whole conference, and the speakers
showed that they had really gained
something by attending this meeting where they could see men and
women of other state colleges and
exchange ideas. It is surprising to
some men to see what is being done
by the students at some of our state
colleges. It pays to exchange plans
and we are glad that Clemson is
not a college that stands off to herself, but instead she is ready and
willing to learn those lessons that
tend to make real men out of boys.
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The Bible Classes are also showing an increasing interest from Sunday to Sunday. There is an enrollment of over 500, and second
semester courses are well under
way. The seniors are studying the
Challenge to Life Service;
the
Juniors, Campus
Problems;
the
Sophomores, Christian Standards of
Action; and the Freshmen, Rational
Life. The leaders of these classes
are, for the most part, students.
These men work hard to fill their
position properly, notwithstanding
the other duties that may call. They
are all working for the good of
Clemson and humanity, which is
nothing but a great and noble work.
It is certain that a good influence is
radiated from these clases, and we
hope they will continue to have the
best of success.
-S. W. H.
C.A.C.
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING CONFERENCE GREAT SUCCESS FROM
INSTRUCTIVE VIEWPOINT
(Continued From Page One.)
lege Concert Orchestra, the Clemson
College Male Quartet, L. 0. Tolleson,
F. E. Buck, F. B. Leitzsey, E. W.
Carpenter, and Otto Zagora.
The
speakers of the evening were Prof.

L. S. LeTellier, of the Citadel, and
Dr. D. W. Daniel.
A leading event of the conference
was the talk on Saturday morning
by Dr. J. A. S. Waddell, of New
York, an engineer of wide-spread experience and reputation and a member of practically all the leading engineering societies. Dr.Waddell has
had engineering experience in many
foreign lands, and has testimonials
from many governments as to his
ability as a construction engineer.
His subject, addressed largely to the
Clemson engineering students, was
"Opportunities for Engineers in
Foreign Lands."
Many compliments have been paid
Prof. Clarke and Prof. Doane on
the excellent opportunity provided
by this conference for engineers and
others to study and discuss the
principles of highway construction
maintenance.
The only regret is
that more engineers were not present to profit by the valuable sessions. All the civil engineering students attended the sessions, while
the Juniors and Seniors of the other
engineering courses attended the
Thursday night meeting and talk by
Dr. Waddell.
—W. W. B.
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HY we chose the name
Campus Togs for our clothes
Despite the fact that for twenty-five years we made our clothes and sold
them under the label, Chas. Kaufman SC Bros., we chose the name Campus
Togs as significant of the new spirit in clothes for men of all ages.
For the past ten years we have featured Campus Togs as the trade label
for our clothes. It seemed to us significant as a name that would indicate
clothes designed and proportioned to please discriminating men. It also
signifies in dress the breeze and smartness that the young man or college
boy who travels the campus has, and which puts him in the envied class,
at least from the standpoint of being youthful and making the most of
his age in his appearance.
To also put youthful appearance into clothes for older men, was the new
feature for our designing department to work out successfully, and in its
achievethent we confidently present clothes to the world, for all men,
which measure up to the significance of the trade name we have chosen.

We guarantee our clothes
C^iausjs.XL&XTiBTOiL&CT & 13 it as«
CWTCAOO

A broad variety of pockets, plaits, belts,
etc., is to be found under these different types of models illustrated.

NEW YORK

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCCJ

Preference for the more subdued tones
in woolens prevails this Spring.

Clothes/wlfeungMen

£40

H5
£50

'Distributed by retail merchants nationally
Feature Spring
Suitings
Edgefield Stripes
Lisbon Checks
Cardiff Plaids
Kenrcck Serges
Mountain Rock
Worsteds
.

